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The existence of the LSZ limits of the positive energy quantum fields of the 
Federbush, Thirring and Ising models is proved. The corresponding S-matrices are 
obtained explicitly, confirming previous formal results, and are shown to result 
from a large class of dynamics. The scattering theory for the Federbush and 
Thirring models on the classical and negative energy quantum levels is studied as 
well. The wave and scattering operators are shown to exist and are obtained 
explicitly, and they are proved to be shared by a large class of dynamics, 
containing in particular the polynomial conserved charges. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In a previous paper [ 1 ] we studied a number of one-dimensional integrable 
relativistic quantum field theories, and in particular their connection with the 
theory of Bogoliubov transformations. These field theories include the 
Federbush, massless Thirring and continuum Ising models, and bosonic 
analogs thereof. As we have detailed in Ref. [ 11, these theories are all 
characterized by a soliton-type S-matrix of a particularly simple form. At a 
formal level, some of these S-matrices have been found before by various 
authors: the positive energy Federbush S-matrix was first found by 
Federbush [2], the S-matrices of the unphysical and physical massless 
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Thirring models by Thirring [3] and Glaser [4] resp., and the continuum 
Ising S-matrix by Sato et al. [5]. 
In this paper we discuss the scattering theory for these models in a 
mathematically rigorous fashion. We explicitly obtain the wave and 
scattering operators for the Federbush and Thirring models, both on the 
classical and on the (negative energy) quantum level. On the positive energy 
sector we prove existence of the LSZ limits of the interacting fields for the 
Ising, Federbush and Thirring models, and explicitly obtain the 
corresponding S-operators, which agree with those of Refs. [2, 4, 51. As far 
as we know, this is the first time that not only the existence of the S- 
operator, but also its explicit form have been rigorously obtained for a 
nonlinear relativistic field theory, both at the classical level and at the two 
quantum levels. 
In Section 2 we study the scattering theory for the Federbush and massless 
Thirring equations considered as classical nonlinear partial differential 
equations (in Sections 2A and 2B resp.). We employ a two-space picture for 
the scattering, along the same lines as we have advocated elsewhere for 
nonlinear partial differential equations that are soluble through inverse 
scattering (cf. Section 2F of Ref. [6]). The two partial differential equations 
at hand are soluble in a simpler way, but there is nevertheless a considerable 
resemblance to the customary soliton partial differential equations (a review 
of which can be found in Ref. [7]). In particular, one easily obtains the 
existence of an infinite number of conserved polynomial Hamiltonians. In 
Ref. [6] we have conjectured that in the case of the usual soliton theories the 
dynamics generated by the higher order charges all lead to the same wave 
and scattering maps. In Section 2C we prove that this invariance principle 
holds true for the Federbush and massless Thirring models. It is in fact 
satisfied for a much larger class of dynamics, but in contrast to the 
polynomial Hamiltonians, these additional dynamics do not correspond to 
nonlinear partial differential equations. 
In Section 3 we discuss the scattering theory for the Federbush and 
Thirring models on the unphysical (negative energy) sector. On this sector 
the dynamics can be defined in two a priori different ways. One can either 
make sense of the formal Hamiltonian and then define the interacting fields 
by propagating the free time-zero fields, or one can solve the field equations 
directly, obtaining fields that differ from the free fields at time zero. As we 
have proved in Ref. [ 11, these two approaches are unitarily equivalent, so 
that the Hamiltonian scattering theory in the former framework can be used 
to obtain the LSZ limits of the fields in the latter framework. In Section 3 we 
shall therefore only discuss the Hamiltonian approach. As we have 
mentioned elsewhere (Ref. [ 11, below Eq. (7.14)), the theorems in this 
section can be proved along the same lines as similar theorems we obtained 
in Ref. [6], where we constructed relativistic dynamics leading to the S- 
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matrices of the Ising and positive energy Federbush models. This section is 
therefore mainly included for reasons of completeness, and so as to clearly 
bring out the remarkable analogy between the structure of the dynamics and 
the scattering for the classical theory and for the (negative energy) quantum 
theory. 
The interacting Hamiltonians of the Federbush and massless Thirring 
models on the unphysical sector (as defined in Ref. [ 11) make sense both for 
fermions and for bosons, and can actually be defined in a natural way on a 
Fock space for distinguishable particles. We shall only study their scattering 
theory on this larger Fock space. The corresponding results for the fermion 
and boson Fock spaces then follow upon restricting the theory to these 
subspaces. In Section 3A we consider the Federbush model, in Section 3B 
the Thirring model, and in Section 3C we prove an invariance principle for 
the wave and scattering operators obtained in the two previous sections. 
Section 4 is concerned with the LSZ scattering theory for the continuum 
Ising model (Section 4A), the positive energy Federbush model (Section 4B) 
and the positive energy massless Thirring model (Section 4C). Again, an 
invariance principle for the resulting S-operators can be proved, which is the 
subject of Section 4D. 
In Section 5 we state and prove some lemmas that are used in preceding 
sections. The paper ends with Section 6, where some concluding remarks are 
collected. We compare the various invariance principles obtained, discuss 
some related field theories, and mention an open problem concerning the 
classical limit of the quantum models. 
This paper is largely self-contained, but the reader desiring more 
background information on the quantum theories discussed below might 
benefit from consulting Ref. [ 1 ] and the references listed there. Also, in the 
proofs below decay bounds obtained by means of stationary phase 
techniques play an important role. For an account of these techniques we 
refer to Appendix XI 3.1 in Ref. [8]. 
2. CLASSICAL SCATTERING 
2A. The Federbush Model 
In this section we shall be concerned with the nonlinear partial differential 
equation 
( 
i@ + a,) -m(s) 
-m(s) i@, - a,) 
)( ;;:)=m i’y;y,;* y)? s= l l. 
(2.1) 
Here, v,(t, x) is a two-component function on IR’, the coupling constant 1 is 
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a real number, and the masses m(+l) are strictly positive. For 1 = 0, the 
Federbush equation (2.1) reduces to two decoupled Dirac equations. In this 
case it can be formulated as a Hilbert space evolution equation as follows. 
Introduce the Dirac operator of mass m > 0, 
(2.2) 
on L’(lR, dx)‘, whose definition domain is the subspace of absolutely 
continuous functions with square-integrable derivatives. For 3, = 0, we can 
then write (2.1) as 
d 
i-v=fioII/, dt (2.3) 
where fi,, is the self-adjoint operator 
on 
2?~L*(R,dx)*~L*(IR,dx)*. (2.5) 
We have occasion to employ a spectral representation of Ho+,, on the Hilbert 
space I,*@, de)‘, generated by the unitary operator 
( w, g)(x) = (2n) - “* c 1‘ dt9 exp(iJmx sinh 0) w,(8) g,(B) (2.6) 
a=+,-- 
with inverse 
( W;‘#)s (8) = (2n)-“* 1’ dx exp(-i&nx sinh 19) W,(B) .4(x). (2.7) 
Here, the integrals stand for limits in mean, and 
W+(d) E (fm)‘l’ (pm, e-(‘m7), 
w-(o) G j(tm)‘l’ (efl/*)‘, -e-(‘/*)‘). 
We set 
ZE L*(R, de)* 0 L*(R de)* 
w-3) 
(2.9) 
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and 
J- Wrn(l) 0 Wrn(-,), 
and we shall use the convention 
(2.10) 
A e.r’kJ (2.11) 
if k is an operator on 2, and vice versa. With this convention one verifies 
that for g E D(H,) one has 
W, s)s,s te) = Ws) cash k,,(8), (2.12) 
where the notation will be clear. 
We shall now solve (2.1) for A# 0, regarded as an evolution equation on 
the Schwartz space 
23 - S(iq4 c OP, (2.13) 
equipped with the &-topology. We define a nonlinear isometric operator MA 
on2by 
where 
E(X) E 1 x>o 
E 0 x=0 (2.15) 
I- 1 x < 0. 
Notice that M-, = M;‘, and that MAa = L8. We now introduce the free 
evolution 
(2.16) 
and a one-parameter group of nonlinear isometric operators 
i$kl,~M-,. (2.17) 
Note that c& = a, so that f$ = &. We can now state the first theorem 
of this section, which shows that the Cauchy problem for (2.1) on @ has a 
unique global solution in terms of ir’t. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let w  E &. Then wI s ftu/ is strongly diJ3”erentiable on R 
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and satisfies (2.1). Moreover, if @, E G is strongly differentiable on F?, and 
satisfies (2.1) and also I+G, = IC/, then one has 5, = Fiw, V t E R. 
ProoJ: Set 4, E CM-, w. Then one has from (2.17) and (2.14) 
v&) = L(x) exp (ixksj’dy GY -4 M,.-,(u)12). (2.18) 
Noting that o,,,(x) is pointwise and strongly differentiable with respect to t, it 
follows by dominated convergence that the strong derivative of vt exists and 
equals the pointwise t-derivative of the right-hand side of (2.18). Using the 
conservation equation 8, I#l,-,(y)12 = -a,(l(,,-,,,(y)(2 - 19,,-,,2(y)12) (valid 
since b,,-,(y) solves the free Dirac equation), it follows that wI satisfies 
(2.1). 
To prove the second statement, we set & = M-, I,F(, so that, in obvious 
notation, 
J&> = G,,,(x) ev--iW@~,-,(~)~ 4. -xl +,.-,(.))I. (2.19) 
Using the strong differentiability of I,?~ and dominated convergence, it readily 
follows that & is strongly differentiable. Moreover, & solves the free equation 
(2.3) with Cauchy data & = M-, w, which follows upon using the equation 
of motion (2.1) for IJ,. Since the solution to the free Cauchy problem is 
unique, one must have & = c&, so that J, = MA CM_, tp = i;v. 1 
Remark. The proof implies that if IJI E a, the functions (Y?, v), (x) are 
C” in x and t, and also satisfy (2.1) in the classical sense. 
Let us now consider the scattering theory for (2.1). We define an isometric 
nonlinear operator 
(S, &a WI = gs,@) exp k j de’ 49’ - 0) I g-,(W12), (2.20) 
mapping R onto R, and two isometric nonlinear operators 
U, = MA Jsw2 3 (2.21) 
mapping A? onto 2. Note that 
s,= u;‘u-. (2.22) 
We are now in a position to present the main result of this section, which 
shows that U, and S, are the wave and scattering operators for the 
dynamics I;, and ‘T;” on 2 and Z resp., with comparison map J. 
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THEOREM 2.2. For any g E R one has 
;-li; f,Jc g = U, g. (2.23), 4 
Proof: We shall prove (2.23)+. The proof of (2.23) is similar. Using 
the estimate 
lein -e’“I<la-/?I, (2.24) 
one readily sees that for 4, v E A? one has 
II~n4-~Awll~c(l~l~ 11911~ Ilwll) Ild- WIL (2.25) 
where C is bounded on bounded subsets of R3. Hence, we need only show 
that 
lim (IM-,Jcg-JqS-,,,gJI =O (2.26) I-too 
for any g in CF(R)4. To prove this consider the function 
a(t, y) E 1‘ d0 exp(i &h,(O) - y sinh 0)) G(B) 
x (1 - exp[ izAsF(t, yt, @)I), 
where we have set 
(2.27) 
F(m(s) 6 m(s) x, 0) 
= <(JC’g)-, (.I, 4. -x)(J%L (.)I - (g-s(.), c(. - 4 g-s(.)) (2.28) 
and 
h,(B) G cash 8, (2.29) 
and where G E CF. In view of the definitions of the operators occurring in 
(2.26) it suffices to show that 
pil c 1) a(t, .)I[’ = 0. (2.30) 
To this end, we change variables 8+ p s sinh 19, obtaining 
a(& Y) = j’ dp(p* + I)- “* exp(i W&(p) - YP)) G(P) 
X (1 - exp [ idsF(f, yt, p)] 1, (2.3 1) 
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where we have used the convention 
.7(p) = fMp + (P’ + 1)“‘)). (2.32) 
NOW choose N such that supp G” c (-N, N). Then it follows by a stationary 
phase argument that the L2-norm of a(& -y) over 
E~{yEIRJy<~~(--N)ory>~~(N)} (2.33) 
is O(t-“) for any n E Z,. Thus, we need only consider the decay of the L2- 
norm over the closed interval 
Z = iR\E. 
To this end, we define a function R(t, y) by setting 
&(t, Yf, P) = 1 dq(q2 + 1) - 1’2 1 g-,(q)JZ 
x [HP - 4) + e? - (W l (Y))] + w, Y>, 
and use (2.24) to obtain the estimate 
la(t, v)l <Id-’ j&H(p) 
Y E 1, (2.35) 
(2.34) 
x (1 -exp [2inAsgAjm,tyi ddq2 + l)-li2 lL(dl’]) 
x (Q(P) - Y> - ’ a, ew(i Wli,(~) - YP)) 
+ 7~ Wk Y) 1 dp H(P) exp(i W,(P) - YP)) 9 Vy E Z, (2.36) 
where H(p) 3 (p’ + 1)-1’2 G(p). N ow it is clear that R(t, y) is uniformly 
bounded for f E IR and y E I. We claim that, moreover, 
lim IZ?(t, y)I = 0, VyEZ. (2.37) 
t+m 
Accepting this for the moment, we note that 
;tg 
(1 
dp H(p) ew(i W&(p) - YP)) 1 = o(lT”‘h (2.38) 
since 6; > 0 and HE Corn, But then it follows that lim,,, t jr dy (R(t, y) 
I dp...l’ = 0 by virtue of (2.37), (2.38) and dominated convergence. As 
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regards the first term in (2.36), we change variables q + k z F;(q) and then 
perform a first order Taylor expansion of the factor (1 - exp[ ..‘I) around 
y = K;(p). This cancels the singular factor (&h(p) - y))‘, so that we may 
integrate by parts, estimate in the obvious way, and conclude that the term is 
O(] tl-‘) on I. Thus, (2.30) and hence the theorem follows. 
It remains to prove (2.37). We first use (2.35), (2.28) and the definition of 
J to obtain 
R(m(s)t,Y)=-pP(P* + ly’* IL(P)12&(P)-Y) 
+ki c- de, de, L,,,(O,) g-s,,(&) csch f(0, - 0,) a-+, 
X exp(i 6m(-s) t[h,(O,) - h,(B,) - y(sinh 13~ - sinh S,)]) 
+ i I de, de2 g-,,,(4) g-,,-de,) sech it4 - 0,) 
X exp(i 6m(-s) t[h,(e,) t h,(B,) - y(sinh 0, + sinh e,)]) . 
I 
(2.39) 
(Here and henceforth the dash through the integral sign signifies that the 
principal value is to be taken.) Changing variables ei+ pi = sinh ei, a 
stationary phase argument using that @ > 0 and g E CF(II?)~ shows that the 
“off-diagonal” terms are O(] tl-I). Hence, we need only consider the 
functions 
&(m(s) t, Y) = -~dp(p* + Y’* I i-,,,(~)l* @L,(P) - Y) 
X exp(i h(-s) t[&(p + jq) - &(p - fq) - yq]),(2.40) 
where we have made a further change of variables p,, p2 + p = f(p, + p2), 
q s p1 - p2, and where K is Cr and satisfies 
K(P, 0) = (P’ + vl’* I L.,(P)12. (2.41) 
But in view of Lemma 5.2 the t + 00 limits of these terms vanish as well, so 
that (2.37) follows. 1 
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2B. The Massless Thirring Model 
In this section we shall study the Thirring equation 
(2.42) 
where v,(t, x) (s = k 1) are functions on R2 and the coupling constant 1 is a 
real number. Notice that the Federbush equation (2.1) reduces to two 
decoupled Thirring equations with coupling constants 1 and -A, if one lets 
m(s)-+ 0. This will be seen to be just one aspect of the remarkable analogy 
between the two models, which we shall emphasize by using the same 
symbols for corresponding objects. For A = 0 we can write (2.42) as an 
evolution equation 
d 
i-ty=I;r,w 
dt 
on the Hilbert space 
A+ = L’(lR, dx)‘. (2.44) 
Here, H,, is the massless Dirac operator Ho,, (cf. (2.2)). In the sequel we 
shall use a spectral representation of fi,, on the Hilbert space 
z=Gq@z,, (2.45) 
where 
4 N L*(R, de)‘, s= fl. (2.46) 
This representation is generated by the unitary operator 
(Jg), (x) 3 (2x)-” J’ dt9 ec1’2)se 
x [exp(ixsese) g,, +(0) + is exp(-ixsese) g,,-(e)] (2.47) 
with inverse 
(J-I#),, + (0) = (2x)-‘I* 1‘ dx e(“2)se exp(-ixsese) 4,(x), 
(2.48) 
(J-I$),,- (0) = (27~)“~ 1‘ dx(-is) e(1’2)se exp(ixseSe) 4,(x). 
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Here, the notation will be clear without further explanation. Using the 
convention (2.11) one verifies that 
(4 d,,s (8 = ~esegs,s(O 
Proceeding as in the Federbush case, we define 
(2.49) 
Gi3 z s(q2 c 2, (2.50) 
and isometric operators M,, c and it by (2.14), (2.16) and (2.17) resp. (Of 
course, wS in (2.14) now stands for a one-component function, and fi, in 
(2.16) is the free Hamiltonian of this section.) We then have the following 
analog of Theorem 2.1. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let I+Y E a. Then VI, = ftw is strongly dl@%rentiable on [R 
and satisfies (2.42). Moreover, f IJ, E & is strongly dlfirentiable on IR, and 
satisfies (2.42) and also IJ,, = w, then one has cI = i’,v/, V t E I?. 
ProoJ The proof is completely analogous to that of Theorem 2.1, except 
that one now uses the conservation equation 8, Io+,( y)12 = 8,s Id&y)I’ in 
the first part. 1 
Remark. It follows again that for w  E & the functions (i;w), (x) are C”O 
in x and t, and satisfy (2.42) in the classical sense as well. 
We now define the scattering operator S, by 
@.A g), 63 = s,(e) exp (-2inA (de’ I g-AWI’) (2.5 1) 
and the wave operators U, by (2.21). The following theorem justifies this 
terminology. 
THEOREM 2.4. For any g EZ’ relations (2.23), hold true. 
ProoJ We shall only prove (2.23)+, the proof of (2.23)- being similar. 
As in the Federbush case, one concludes that bound (2.25) holds true, so it 
suffices to show 
lim Pm(t) = 0, V@SCP, (2.52) 
I-m 
where 
p&(t) = JJM-, c, - L,2 f%ll’- (2.53) 
But one has 
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so that (2.52) holds by virtue of dominated convergence. 1 
2C. An Invariance Principle 
As we shall show in this section, the wave and scattering operators 
obtained in the preceding two sections are actually shared by a large class of 
dynamics. We shall consider the Federbush case first. We define a class gO 
of free dynamics c on Z by setting 
c = exp(--iHfl), (2.55) 
where H, is a multiplication operator 
(@A,, (8 = Ms) 40) s&9 (2.56) 
Here, h is any real-valued P-function for which 
h”“(p) > 0, VPEh (2.57) 
where we have used convention (2.32). A corresponding class @ of 
interacting dynamics pi on 2 is introduced by defining 
F+f,@-,. (2.58) 
The following theorem shows that the operators U, and S, of Section 2A 
are the wave and scattering maps for all of the dynamics < and p; with 
comparison map J. 
THEOREM 2.5. For any <E FO and corresponding pi E 9? one has 
;-lirnmm i”_,J<g = U, g, VgEX (2-W + t 
Proo$ As the reader may easily verify, the proof of Theorem 2.2 has 
been constructed in such a way as to only make use of the strict positivity of 
&‘. By virtue of (2.56) and (2.57) the same proof therefore applies to all 
dynamics in @,,. I 
We shall now discuss the massless Thirring case, and again abuse our 
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notation by denoting corresponding objects by the same symbols. Here, q0 is 
a class of free dynamics of the form (2.55), but now 
W,g)s.b (0) = we) &,&99 (2.60) 
where h, are P-functions satisfying 
shj(8) > 0, s= fl, VBEIR. (2.61) 
The corresponding class @ of interacting dynamics is defined through (2.58). 
We are now in a position to state the analog of Theorem 2.5. 
THEOREM 2.6. The assertion of Theorem 2.5 holds true for the 
corresponding Thirring objects, as defined above. 
Proof: We shall only prove (2.59)+. Since (2.25) holds in the Thirring 
case too, we need only prove 
lim y,(t) = 0, v g E Gyw4, (2.62) I+00 
where 
Y,(t) - IIKmg -L,* gl12. 
To this purpose we note that we may write 
(2.63) 
r,(t) = c I‘ dx I#s(t, xl * s=*1- 
x lexp [-i~~~‘dy(ss(y-x)+~)~(~,(L,Y)l*~-~~*~ (2.64) 
where we have set 
d,(t, xl = w%), (x). (2.65) 
However, using (2.61) and (2.47), it follows by a stationary phase argument 
that the L*-norm of #,(t, x) over the set sx < 0 is O(t-“) for any n E Z + , so 
that (2.62) follows from (2.64) by using estimate (2.24). 1 
3. QUANTUM SCATTERING ON THE UNPHYSICAL SECTOR 
3A. The Federbush Model 
In keeping with the remarks made in the Introduction we take as the 
Hilbert space on which the interacting dynamics acts the Fock space F(p), 
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i.e., the completion of the tensor algebra over the space 2 of Section 2A. In 
the sequel, we shall denote the quantum analogs of classical operators by the 
same symbols. The free Hamiltonian fi,, on .F(&‘) is by definition the 
second quantization dT(Ei,) of the differential operator H0 on the classical 
space #’ (cf. (2.4)), and the interacting Hamiltonian H is defined by 
Ei=M,ti,M-,, (3.1) 
where MA is the unitary multiplication operator 
= exp - tinA c c(xi - xj)(si - sj) ty(x,, s, ;...; x,, s,,,) (3.2) 
i<i J 
(cf. Eqs. (7.9), (7.10) in Ref. [ 1 I). We have suppressed the “spinor” indices 
of the wave function, since MA does not act on them, and since this will 
enable us to use (3.2) for the Thirring case as well. 
A spectral representation for fi, is generated by the unitary operator T(J): 
ST(Z) + jT(#), which we shall denote again by J. We shall also use 
convention (2.11). Obviously, 
(H,W)(e,,s,, 6, b-; eNN,sNY &> 
= i$l m(Si) di COsh eiW(d, 9 Sly 6, G-e*; ON, SN, 6,). (3.3) 
The next theorem shows that the wave operators for the dynamics fi, Z-Z,, 
with comparison map J are given by 
u, = MA Js,,,, 7 (3.4) 
where S, is the scattering operator, 
= exp -i7d C E(8i - Oj)(Si - Sj) W(S, 9 S1,6, ;.a.; f3,, SN, 6~)*(3.5) 
i<i I 
THEOREM 3.1. For any w E R(R) one has 
;-lirnm exp(i&) J exp(-i&, t) w  = MA JSrA12 v. (3.6) 4 
Proo$ We define g as the set of vectors w  = F;,,s, :...: ,,,(e>, where 
F”. .(O) E Cr(iRN) and has support in the wedge 
M, = {e E IRN 1 e,,,, < **- < 8oo(N)}, OES,. (3.7) 
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Thus, v is a vector describing N particles of definite species pi and sign of 
energy Si, i = 1 ,.,., N, whose rapidities are ordered in the way indicated 
above. Since 9 is total in F(R), we need only show 
lim IlWJ~,A,2 t+*m 
- J) exp(-iH0 t) ~11 = 0, VWEG2. (3.8) 
This clearly follows once we prove that 
lim 
t+*cc I 
dx I a * (t, x)1’ = 0, (3.9)* 
where 
a,(t,x)- ‘de exp J [ (-$i7d g, [E(Ximxj) l C(S)-S,)](fi-S,)) - 1 J 
X exp 
( 
--i 2 m(fi) &(t cash 8, - xi sinh 8,)) f(f3), 
i=l 
.fE ComW,)* (3.10) 
To prove (3.9)+, we note that for the phase factor to be stationary one must 
have xi = ttanh Oi, i = l,..., N, so that x/t ranges over a compact set in M, 
for 8 E supp f: Hence, for all x 6?? M, and t > 0 one has the bound 
la+@, x)1 < C,(l + t2)-N (1 + 1x1’)-“. (3.11) 
As a result, the L*-norm of a+ over the region P\M, vanishes for t + co. 
But since the (upper sign) factor in square brackets vanishes for x, 8 E M,, 
this implies (3.9)+. To see that (3.9)- holds, note that for negative t the 
phase is only stationary if x E M,,, where r is the reversal permutation 
(l,..., N)+ (N ,..., 1). H owever, for 8 E M, and x E A4,, the (lower sign) 
factor in square brackets vanishes, so that (3.9) follows as before. I 
3B. The Thirring Model 
In this case the relevant Fock spaces are ST@‘) and ;T(&“), where 2 
and P are defined in Section 2B (Eqs. (2.44), (2.45)). The free Hamiltonian 
H,, is here the second quantization dl@,) of the massless Dirac operator, 
and a spectral representation for it is generated by the operator r(J) (again 
denoted J), where J is defined by (2.47). Clearly, in this case one gets 
580/48/2-2 
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The interacting dynamics ri is again defined by (3.1), where MA is given by 
(3.2). As the following theorem shows, the Thirring wave operators are again 
given by (3.4), but the S-matrix S, is now given by 
= exp 
( 
-ixL C ISi-Sjl w(e,,s,,s,;...;e~,S~,s~). 
) 
(3.13) 
id 
THEOREM 3.2. For any w E Sr(Z’) relations (3.6) hold true, where the 
symbols denote the Thirring operators defined above. 
ProoJ Setting 
( 
N 
x exp -i C di(teSiei - xi si es”1 
i=l 
1) f WY (3.14) 
one concludes as in the proof of Theorem 3.1 that it is sufficient to show 
(3.9), for anyf(0) E CF(RN), N> 2, si, di = f 1. But we may write 
a*(& x) = exp [ (- $inJ C [E(Xi-Xj) ~ E(Sj-Sj)](Si-Sj)) - l] 
i<i 
x F(x, - s, t ,..., x, - s,t), (3.15) 
where F(x) E S(lRN). This implies (3.9), , since the factor in square brackets 
vanishes if sixi > 0, i = l,..., N (upper sign), and if sixi < 0, i = l,..., N (lower 
sign), respectively. I 
3C. An Invariance Principle 
In this section we shall prove an invariance principle for the quantum 
wave and scattering operators qbtained above. In the Federbush case, we 
define a class qO of free dynamics exp(-iH$) on X(X), where H, is the 
second quantization #(Hf) of the operator defined by (2.56). However, now 
we only require that h be Cm and that p(p) be strictly increasing (cf. 
Remark 6(i)). The corresponding class @ of interacting dynamics 
exp(-iHit) on csT(a is defined by setting 
1 ” 
Hi-M>H+,. (3.16) 
We can now state the result. 
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THEOREM 3.3. For any free dynamics exp(-iH,t) E gO and 
corresponding interacting dynamics exp(-ifi, t) E %? one has 
;-lirnm exp(ifi, t) J exp(-iHft) v/ = U, v/, v ly EST(A?). (3.17) 
Proof: Arguing as in the proof of Theorem 3.1, one obtains (3.10) with 
cash 13~ replaced by h(OJ. Changing variables 13~ + pi = sinh Bi, one obtains 
(3.9), by the same stationary phase argument as given there, using the 
assumption that p is strictly increasing. 1 
In the Thirring case g0 consists of dynamics exp(-iH/), where H, is the 
second quantization of operator (2.60) with the same restrictions on the 
functions h,. The corresponding class @ is defined through (3.16). 
THEOREM 3.4. The assertion of Theorem 3.3 holds true for the Thirring 
operators just defined. 
Proof: Define a,(& x) by (3.14), with teslei replaced by th,, (0,). Then the 
phase factor is only stationary for x/t in a compact subset of the region 
sixi > 0, i = l,..., iV. Thus, (3.9), follow as before. i 
4. QUANTUM SCATTERING ON THE PHYSICAL SECTOR 
4A. The Ising Model 
The Hilbert space on which the continuum Ising fields are defined is the 
fermion Fock space X&?+), where X+ = L*(lR, de). We shall regard the 
fields below as quadratic forms on g X @, where @ is the dense subspace of 
vectors that are finite linear combinations of vectors of the form 
ny=, c*(fi) n, where x(0) E C?(R) (n denotes the vacuum and c* the 
creation operator in Sr,(X+)). In this section we shall consider the LSZ 
scattering theory for the Ising field (cf. Ref. [l], Sections 6B, 6C) 
Here, 
(b+(x) = $“(x) d-(x):. (4.1) 
d@(O) exp(-ix . p(0)) - c*(e) exp(ix . p(O))], (4.2) 
and 
~-(x)~:exp(~[Z~_c*c*+(Z~+-l)C*C-(Z~~-l)~C*-~ZX+~C])~. 
(4.3) 
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In (4.3), we have used the abbreviation Zc*c (e.g.) for the quadratic form 
j d8, dB,Z(/3,, 0,) c*(8,) c(B,), the double dots denote normal ordering and 
the kernels are given by 
-we,, e,) = ew[ix . (sde,) - s903,))i zde, - e,), (4.4) 
where 
z,,(e) = $ P coth +, Z-,,(O) = $ tanh ;. (4.5) 
(P denotes the principal value.) Moreover, in (4.4) 
xii @,x1), (4.6) 
p(e) s (cash e, sinh e), (4.7) 
and the dot denotes the Lorentz inner product. (For notational convenience 
we have assumed unit mass.) 
We now define two isometric maps from sT,(z+) onto K(X+) by setting 
w, d(e 1 ,..., 0,) = n &(*(ei - e,)) de1 ,..., e,), (4.8) 
and asymptotic fields 
out 
(in (x) = M;‘~S(x) 44, , (4.9) 
where (” is a free Klein-Gordon field of unit mass on z(SP+), given by the 
right-hand side of (4.2), with cc*‘) interpreted as the annihilation and creation 
operators on .9&Y+). Clearly, the corresponding S-matrix is given by 
ww 1 ,..., e,) = (-)N(N-1)/2 w(e, ,..., e,). (4.10) 
The following theorem shall justify this terminology. To state it, let f(t, x’) 
denote a smooth solution to the Klein-Gordon equation of unit mass 
(“smooth” meaning that the Fourier transforms ofJ(0, x’) and&O, x’) are in 
Cr), and set, for w, ) E g, 
af= ‘dx’~(~,xl)~t(W,d+(t,X1)~) ! (4.11) 
and 
sex = . dx’f(0, x’) &(v, qP(O, x’) #), 
J 
ex = out, in. (4.12) 
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(Here, we have used the notation g,(t, x’) 2, g2(t, x’) to denote the function 
g*ov x%4 &)(f3 x1) - (4 gN7 xl)ba x1).) 
THEOREM 4.1. For any f as deflned above, and for any w, 4 E @ one has 
lim a, = a;;t. 
t+*cc 
(4.13) 
ProoJ We shall assume that f is a negative energy solution, so that we 
may write 
d8 ii(O) exp(ix - p(B)), UEC?. 
(The proof for positive energy solutions is similar.) A calculation then shows 
that 
(4.15) 
(To avoid confusion, we have here denoted the creation operator on the 
symmetric Fock space 9&Y+) by cg*.) By linearity, we may (and will 
henceforth) assume that 
4 = c*tfJ **- c*(f,)a, &EC?. (4.16) 
In view of (4.15), this implies that only “summands” of I+Y of the form 
v/M = c*bf) *** c”(g,) a gi E cF9 (4.17) 
for which M = N + 1 can give a nonvanishing contribution to sex . For later 
reference we note the relation 
(%+I3 M; iCB*(u) M, 4) = z oPSN+l (-1” j de gotN+ ,,(@ ) 
X fi j dej &~j,(ej)&(ej) &(*(e - ej)), 
j=l 
(4.18) 
which can be easily verified. 
Let us now consider at. The quadratic form (w, d+(x) 0) can be written as 
a finite sum of terms that are finite products of factors of four types (up to 
irrelevant constants): 
(1) Inner products (g, f ), where from now on g’s and j% symbolize 
constituent functions of w  and Q resp.; 
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(2) Integrals of the form j d8 exp[ *:ix . p(B)] v+(e), where V, = g, 
v- -f; 
(3) Quadratic forms (U6, Zg-,vi), 6 = +, --; 
(4) Quadratic forms (V, , Z& vms), 6 = +, -. 
We now recall that smooth solutions to the Klein-Gordon equation are 
O(]t]-‘I’) uniformly in xi, and have an Li-norm in x’ that is O(]t]1’2), 
assuming henceforth that ] t ] > 1. Also, factors of type (3) and their t- 
derivatives are O(] tl - ‘) uniformly in x’, which follows from a stationary 
phase argument. Thus, since each term contains one factor of type (2), which 
is a smooth solution, and since f is by assumption a smooth solution, any 
term in a, that contains a factor of type (3) vanishes for ] tJ + 00. Therefore 
we need only consider terms in which exclusively type (4) factors are 
present. (Also, t-derivatives of type (4) factors are O(( tl-‘) uniformly in xi, 
since the integrand is regular in this case, so that we may assume the t- 
derivatives only act on f and on type (2) factors.) Hence, instead of using 
(4.3) for g-(x), we may replace 4-(x) by :exp[(Z:+ - 1) c*c]: (where we 
have also used (4.5)). But then it follows that only summands of w  of the 
form (4.17) for which either M = N + 1 or M = N - 1 can give a 
nonvanishing contribution to aI for ] tl + co, where the former/latter case 
corresponds to picking the creation/annihilation part of Q”(x). As a result, 
by linearity we need only consider the cases v = v/~+, and w  = vN-, , and 
need only prove the claims that the limit of a1 for t -+ foe equals the right- 
hand side of (4.18) in the former case, and vanishes in the latter case. 
To prove the first claim, let us assume that w  = I+Y,,,+ , . We first recall that 
if Z is a bounded operator, :exp(Z - 1) c*c: is the normal form of the 
operator T(Z), so that 
(c*(h,) --. c*(h,) 8, :exp[(Z - 1) c*c]: c*(kM) ..a c*(k,) a) 
= gz t-1” f’ (hc,jj, Zkj), hj, kj E CF. (4.19) 
M j=l 
In our case, Z; +. is an unbounded operator that is not defined on all of CF, 
but a moment’s thought shows that we still may use (4.19), provided we 
replace ( ) by ( ) at the right-hand side. As a result, the relevant terms in a, 
can be written 
g$ c (-)q dx’ d’J<i?O, x’) h,(@ - (&f)@, x1)) uESN+I 
x gowt1~ (8) exp [ith,(O) - ix’ sinh 01 fi ‘f dOj d&,+j j=l 2ni 
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x coth + (0, - &,+,) exp]r%(e,) - k#?~+,)) 
- ix’(sinh 6, - sinh &+,)I gO(j)(B,)J;.(eN+,), (4.20) 
where we have set h,(B) = cash 8. We now change variables: 8 + p. = sinh 0, 
ej7 $N+j + pi = f(sinh 8, + sinh B,v+J), qj = sinh 8, - sinh q,v+j, obtaining 
$2 c w j dx’ ~Po(~fv, x1) - ii, - 1 (a,.m x>) 
uESN+I 
xexp it i; p +‘q [ ( o ( j 2 j) - h’, (Pj-+%)) -ix’qj]- (4.21) 
Here, we have used the convention 
fi(sinh 0) = F(8). (4.22) 
In view of Lemma 5.1 we may restrict all qj-integrations to 1 qjl < 1 tla - ‘, 
where a is a fixed number satisfying 0 ( a < l/(N + 2), since all other terms 
vanish for ] t ] --t co. Also, by dominated convergence we may write the Ej- 
limits in front of all integrals. The resulting 2N + 2-dimensional integral is 
absolutely convergent, and therefore we may integrate over x1 first by 
Fubini’s theorem. In view of Eq. (4.14) the result is 
lj$ j dP H+ (a, 6 P), (4.23) 
where H, is defined by (5.10) with A = B = 1 and o = h”,. The function G, 
occurring there is given by 
G+(P, Q) = + Ko(Po + zSj)-’ ~‘(Po + Qj)[&(Po + J%j) + &(Po)] 
x oEx+l C--Y ~o(Po)rl Lv+ I,(PO) 
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Since H, is uniformly bounded in E and p by virtue of Lemma 5.3, and since 
the integration region in (4.23) is bounded, we may take lim,,, under the 
integral because of the existence of the limit of the integrand (which follows 
from Lemma 5.3) and dominated convergence. In view of (5.11) the resulting 
integral can be written 
J dP I+@, P)* (4.25) 
Now by virtue of (5.12) and (5.13) we may again use dominated 
convergence to take the limit t -+ rt 00 of (4.25) under the integral sign. 
However, from (5.13) and (4.24) it follows that the result of this equals the 
right-hand side of (4.18), which proves the first claim. 
The proof of the second claim proceeds in an analogous fashion. We shall 
therefore omit the details and only point out that after the xl-integration the 
function H- of Lemma 5.3 arises; the function G- is given by an expression 
similar to the right-hand side of (4.24), but now the factor in the square 
brackets is h”,(-p, + Cqj) - h”,(p,). This guarantees that assumption (5.15) 
is satisfied (since &, is even), implying that all terms vanish for It] -+ co. 
Thus, the theorem is proved. 1 
4B. The Federbush Model 
The Federbush fields are defined on the fermion Fock space Xa(Z), 
where Z is defined by (2.9). All fields below are regarded as quadratic 
forms on 9 x 8, where g consists of finite linear combinations of vectors 
of the form nj”= i ~c,~~(jj) a, where& E CF (a denotes the vacuum and c,*,~ 
the creation operator for a fermion of species s and sign of charge 6). The 
positive energy Federbush field is defined by (cf. Ref. [ 11, Section 4B) 
v*,,(x) = wo,s(x) #A,-&)3 
where wo,s is the free Dirac field of mass m(s), 
(4.26) 
(4.27) 
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and, using notation explained in Section 4A, 
hs@>= :expK,,,+-c~lc~-l + (G,,,,, - W~lc,,l 
-(zi,,,-- - ~)~,,-l~~-l--zn*,,s,-+~,,-,~,,li:. (4.28) 
Here, the kernels are given by 
ZX h6&4 p 4) = evPx . @4(4> - h&%)>l L,,d4 - 4h (4.29) 
where 
sin ~2 
Z,,,,(B) = cos dS(@ + 2K eaeP csch f0, 
Z sin nAeae sech $0, IAl < +. 
(4.30) 
(We shall comment on the case 11112 4 in Remark 6(ii).) 
As the next theorem shows, the LSZ asymptotic fields for vA,s are given 
by 
wF:@) = s,,,* %,sW SW 3 (4.3 1) 
where S, is the S-matrix, 
cs, w)@, 9 s,, dl ;-; ON, sN, 8,) (4.32) 
= exp 
[ 
-inA c E(ei-Bj)(si-sj)6,~j v/(B19sl~ dl ;---; eN,sN, dN)- 
id 1 
Indeed, let F,(x) be a smooth solution to the Dirac equation of mass m(s) 
(“smooth” meaning the Fourier transform of F,(O, x’) is in Cr), and define 
for v, 4 E g, 
a, = J ‘h-’ F,(t, x1) * (w, W*,&, x’) 4) (4.33) 
and 
Qe, = I dx’ E(Q x1) * (w, w~,(O, x1> #>, ex = out, in. (4.34) 
Then we have the following result. 
THEOREM 4.2. For any FS as defined above and for any w, 4 E @, 
Eq. (4.13) holds true. 
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ProojI The proof proceeds along the same lines as the proof of 
Theorem 4.1. Thus, we assume that F, is a negative energy solution (the 
proof for positive energy solutions being similar), so that we may write 
As a result, 
cfo”t = (WV ~,*,2ci+-,(4 S**,24)* in 
By linearity we may (and will henceforth) assume that 
(4.36) 
(4.37) 
In view of (4.32), CX,,“~,~~ can then be written as a sum of terms of the form 
(up to constants and inner products of the h, with constituent functions of w  
corresponding to species s) 
J d8 k(e) u(e) fi J. dej ~j(Oj)~(ej) exp(WrLs(8 - Oj) sSj). (4.38) 
j=l 
Here, the g’s symbolize constituent functions of IJ corresponding to species 
-s, while k symbolizes a constituent function of species s. 
Next, consider at. The quadratic form (w, vn,,(x) $) can be written as a 
sum of terms that are products of four factor types that are analogous to 
those in the proof of Theorem 4.1, but now additional Dirac “spinors” occur 
in factors of type (2) and Z&, is replaced by Zi,-,,,,, . By arguments 
similar to those given there one concludes that #n,-S(x) may be replaced by 
:exp]C,= +,- (ZL,-s.+ + - l)~T,,~c-,,S]:. Thus, we need only consider w  
of the form (4.37) with fi + gj and h, + k,, and with either an extra factor 
~$~(k) (corresponding to picking the creation term in w,,,) or a factor 
c$(k,) omitted (corresponding to picking the annihilation term in w,,~). As 
a result, we are again reduced to showing the two claims that in the former 
case the limit t --$ *co of at leads to a sum of terms that are equal to the 
nonvanishing terms (4.38) in aout,in, and that the limit vanishes in the latter 
case. 
To prove the first claim, we note that the relevant terms in a, are of the 
form 
ET J dxl deF,(t, 2) 
x (yL2,.) i(O) exp[im(s)(th,(O) -x1 sinh O)] 
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x n,r1 j de, deN+, 
[ 
cos dS(ej - ON+,) + $$ sin d ev@jW$ - eN+i)) 
X CSch+- (4 - eN,j) ] exptimt-s)[Whdej> - MeN+j)) 
- x’(sinh 0, - sinh 0N+j)])&(B,)f,(8,v+j). (4.39) 
As in (4.38), we only consider the generic term and omit constants and inner 
products of h’s and k’s so as to avoid unwieldy expressions. It is, however, 
not hard to see that these additional factors are the same in both cases, so 
that we need only show that the limit of (4.39) for t + fco equals (4.38). To 
this end, we observe that the factor exp(rirrJs(0 - ej) sSj) in (4.38) may be 
replaced by [cos nL + is6js(r(t? - 0,)) sin rrA]. On multiplying out the square 
bracket factors in the resulting expression and in (4.39), the 2N terms can be 
put in an obvious one-one correspondence, and a moment’s reflection shows 
that it suffices to consider the two terms of order N in sin nL For the t- 
dependent term we proceed as in the proof of Theorem 4.1; i.e., we change 
variables as described there, pull Cm,,, out of the integrals, integrate over x1 
and discard terms vanishing for ( t ] + co. This reduces us to proving that 
J’de &(<s) u(e) fi J’ dej g,(ej)~(ej) c(r(O - 0,)) 
j=l 
= t liym F? !’ dp H+ (E, t, P), (4.40) ..a + 
where H, is given by (5.10) with A = m(-s), B = m(s) and o = &. The 
function G, equals 
X cash (+ [sinh-’ (p, + sZqj) + sinhh’ PO]) 
X k(Pr~)-’ 6Po) Jfi f exP (6,lS [ sinh-’ (Pj + +qj) 
-sinh-’ (P,-+qj) ])Ko (Pj+$qj)-‘Fo (pj-fqj)-’ 
X cash (+ [sinh-’ (pj+Gqj) +sinh-’ (pj-$4,) J) 
’ s” (Pj + f 4,)f, (Pj-+qj)* (4.41) 
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But (4.40) now follows as in the Ising case from Lemma 5.3, so that the first 
claim is proved. 
To prove the second claim, we proceed analogously, obtaining a function 
G- similar to G, , but now the first cash-factor is replaced by -i sinh 
(i[sinh-‘(-p, + (m(-s)/m(s)) Zqj) + sinhh’p,]). This guarantees that 
(5.15) is satisfied, so that the claim and hence the theorem follow. 1 
4C. The Thirring Model 
The Hilbert space for this model is the same as in the Federbush case. 
Also, the Thirring fields are again defined as quadratic forms on the form 
domain g defined above (4.26). Using the same notation for corresponding 
fields, they are given by (4.26), but now w,,,/wO.-, is of course the upper/ 
lower component of the massless Dirac field, 
w,,,(x) c (2n)-‘/’ ,f d0 e’1/2’“e[c,,,(8) e-ix’ps + isc~- ,(LJ) eix’ps], (4.42) 
where 
p,(8) = (es’, se”). (4.43) 
The field dn,s is again defined by (4.28k(4.30), but ps in (4.29) is now given 
by (4.43). 
We claim that asymptotic Thirring fields in the LSZ sense exist and are 
given by (4.31), where S, is the positive energy Thirring S-matrix, 
= exp 
c 
-inA C Isi - sjl S,S, t&9,, s,, a,;...; e,, sN, 6,). (4.44) 
id 1 
To show this, let g,(x) be a smooth solution to the wave equation, moving to 
the right for s = 1, to the left for s = -1 (that is, g,(t, x’) is a function of 
x1 - st); “smooth” meaning that the Fourier transform of g,(O, x’) is in CF 
and has support not containing the origin. Now define 
(4.45) 
and 
a,, = 5 dx’ &(a X1)(% v&(09 x1) #), 
ex = out, in. (4.46) 
The following theorem proves our claim. 
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THEOREM 4.3. For any g, as defined above and for any w, 4 E ~49, 
Eq. (4.13) holds true. 
Proof: Proceeding as before, we only consider the case that g, is a 
negative energy solution, so that we may write 
g,(t, x1) = i~(2~)-“~ 1 df3e (1’z)seii(f3) exp(i(t - sx’) es@), 24 E CF. (4.47) 
Then one verifies that (4.36) holds true. Assuming henceforth that ( is given 
by (4.37), one obtains as the analog of (4.38) the term 
1 d8 E(0) u(B) fi J. dSj g/(6$) f;.(ej) exp(GrMj). (4.48) 
j=l 
We now observe that after a shift of variable x1 +x1 + st we have 
at = dx’ &(O, x’)(v, wo,stO, x1) 9n,-st2t + sx’, 0) 4). 1 
(4.49) 
The quadratic form occurring here can be analyzed as in the Ising and 
Federbush cases. Obviously, factors of type (3) are not O(l tl- ‘) uniformly in 
x1 in this case, but a stationary phase argument shows they are O(l t I-‘) for 
fixed x1. Hence, by dominated convergence any term in the expansion of 
(. . .) containing such factors vanishes for I tl -+ co. Arguing as in the 
Federbush case, we obtain therefore as the analog of (4.39) the term 
is(27r-1’2 j- dx’ de g,(O, x1) P2)sek((B) exp(--ixlsese) 
x fj f deJ de, +J 
[ 
~0s ?ms(ej - 0, +J) 
+ 2 sin ZL exp(Ljjls(8, - O,,,+j)) csch + (0j - ON+j) 1 
X exp[i(2t + sxl)(emseJ - eeSeN+‘)] ~j(Oj)fj(ON+j). (4.50) 
As before, a comparison with (4.48) then shows that the first claim follows 
once we prove that 
(7 Y J de 6s) u(e) fi j de, gi(eJ) f,te,) 
J=l 
= lim 
t+*cc 
i~(2a)-‘/~ idx’ de &(O, x1) e(1/2)se&9) 
X exp(--ixlsese) fi y,(2t + 8x1), (4.5 1) 
J=l 
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where 
yj(y) = i(2n)-‘f de, de, exp(JjJ(O, - 0,)) csch i(t9, - 0,) 
X exp[iy(e”’ - e91 gi(-seI)fi(-se*)* (4.52) 
But from Lemma 5.4 we see that 
lim 
Y'Lk-00 
rj(v) = r J de fj(0)&(S). (4.53) 
Hence, using dominated convergence we may take the limit under the 
integral sign at the right-hand side of (4.51) and then (using (4.47)) do the 
xl-integral, which shows that (4.51) is valid. 
To prove the second claim, we argue in a similar fashion; the term 
analogous to the right-hand side of (4.51) now vanishes due to the fact that 
I‘dx’g,(O, ‘1 P( x ex ix’sese) = 0. Hence, the theorem follows. m 
4D. An Invariance Principle 
Denoting the fields of the preceding three sections by the generic symbol 
v, one easily verities that 
y(t, x’) = r(ei”‘) I&O, x’) T(eei”‘) (4.54) 
in the sense of forms on Q3 x a, where the one-particle operator H is 
multiplication by cash 0, m(s) cash 8 and ese in the Ising, Federbush and 
Thirring cases, respectively. In this section we shall consider fields satisfying 
(4.54) with H-+ H,, where Hi is a multiplication operator obeying certain 
rather weak restrictions depending on the model at hand. We shall prove 
below that the LSZ-limits for these fields exist, provided the time dependence 
of the test functions f, F, and g, resp. is adjusted correspondingly. The 
asymptotic fields turn out to be related to the free fields in the same way as 
for the special case Hi = H, so that all of these dynamics lead to the same S- 
matrix. 
First, let us consider the Ising case. Here, we have 
CHifNe> = w) fw. (4.55) 
We require h to be an even P-function, satisfying p > 0 (where, as before, 
l(sinh 0) 3 h(8)). As described above, we define our fields again by 
(4.1 t(4.5) and (4.9), the sole difference being that now 
p(e) = (h(e), sinh 8). (4.56) 
The following theorem proves the above statements in the Ising case. 
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THEOREM 4.4. Definef(x) by 
f(x) =& j dO(fi(8) e-ix’p - 27(B) eixep), u, v E cp, (4.57) 
and ada,, by (4.11)/(4.12). Then the assertion of Theorem 4.1 holds true. 
ProoJ The proof parallels that of Theorem 4.1. Thus, we assume v = 0, 
the case u = 0 having a similar proof. Instead of (4.15) one now obtains, 
using the assumption that h is even, 
a;;t = (w, MI ‘cB*(4 M, #>, (4.58) 
where 
C(e) = h,(B)-’ h(B) u(B) (4.59) 
(recall that h,(8) E cash 19). Also, if one changes variables 0 + p = sinh 8 in 
(4.57) and in factors of type (2) and type (3), the assumption ii” > 0 leads 
through stationary phase arguments to the same decay bounds as in the case 
h(8) = cash 0 (note that the “finite propagation speed,” which results in the 
L i-norm off being O(l t I”*), is a consequence of the requirement that u have 
compact support). Moreover, the assumptions of Lemma 5.3 are satisfied if 
w  equals h’, so that all arguments in the proof of Theorem 4.1 hold true in 
this more general case. Since the function G+(p, q) is now given by the right- 
hand side of (4.24) with ii, + h’ in the square brackets, the first claim follows 
as before, using (4.58). The second claim follows from the fact that the 
factor in square brackets equals 6(-p,, t Zqj) - &p,) for G-, and from the 
evenness of I;. I a 
In the Federbush case, we define Hi by 
tHif)s,& (4 = m(s) 40) f,,m9 (4.60) 
where h is a P-function satisfying /?’ > 0. The fields are again defined 
through (4.26)-(4.31), but now p, is defined by 
p,(8) = m(s)(h(@, sinh 0). (4.6 1) 
THEOREM 4.5. Define F,(x) by 
and aJa,, by (4.33)/(4.34). Then the assertion of Theorem 4.2 holds true. 
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ProoJ: In view of the remarks made in the proof of Theorem 4.4, the 
proof of Theorem 4.2 applies to this more general case as well. Notice that 
the functions G, are the same as in the case h = h, ; the only difference is 
that the function w  of Lemma 5.3 now equals h”. a 
Let us finally consider the Thirring case. Here, we set 
(4f)s.s va = w9 f&m (4.63) 
where h, are ?-functions satisfying shj > 0. Moreover, we require that the 
function 
4~) = h + On P>, P > 0, 
= h-(- ln(-p)), p < 0, 
(4.64) 
satisfy 
O”(P) > 0, v IPI > 0. (4.65) 
(Note the last condition is violated by the functions h,(8) = e”“.) We define 
the fields as in Section 4C, but now 
p,(e) = (h,(O), se”). (4.66) 
THEOREM 4.6. Define g,(x) by 
g,(x) = (2n)-‘/2 j d?ec1’2)se(fi(t9) e-ix’ps + kc(O) eiX’pS), u, u E CF, (4.67) 
and aJaex by (4.45)/(4.46). Then the assertion of Theorem 4.3 holds true. 
ProoJ Proceeding at first as in the proof of Theorem 4.3, we obtain 
again (4.48). However, in the case at hand (4.49) does not hold. Instead, we 
argue as in the proof of Theorem 4.2, and, using the fact that condition 
(4.65) implies the desired decay bounds, we obtain as the analog of (4.39) 
the term 
is(2n)-“2 j dx’ de fS(t, x1) e (1/2)Se&B) exp[ith,(tl) - ixlseSe] 
X fi -f de, d&+, cos zlS(Oj - ON+ j) 
j=l 
+ 2 sin nA exp(Qs(e, - &+,)) csch + (8, - &+j) 
I 
x exp[it(h-,(Bj) - h-,(&+j)) + isx’(e -sej - e -““+‘)I gi(l?,)f,(O,+,). 
(4.68) 
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Changing variables 8+ p,, = se”, e,, eN+j + pj = - $(eeSej + ePSeN+j), qj = 
-s(e -sej - ePseNN+‘) we obtain as the analog of (4.40) the assertion 
(4.69) 
where H, is given by (5.10) with A = B = 1. The function G, equals 
G+ (~9 Q) = 1 PO + ZqjI - “* u(S In S(Po + Qj>> I PO I- “* 
N S pj-(1/2)qj ‘j* 
x I;(s ln wo) ,Q ; d,+(1,2)qj) (p.Gq-“* 
X Sj (+ln [-S (Pj++u,)l)/i (-,I, [-s (Pj-+9j)]). 
(4.70) 
We now note that the arguments of the function o occurring in (5.10) stay 
away from the origin (where w  is not defined) as (p, q) ranges over supp G, , 
and that w’ is strictly increasing on R\{O} as a consequence of the above 
assumptions. From this it readily follows that the assertions of Lemma 5.3 
apply. This leads to the validity of (4.69) as in the proof of Theorem 4.1, 
using also that e(po - pi) = s on supp G, . The validity of the second claim 
follows from the fact that G- contains a factor U(S In s(-p0 + ~qj)), which 
vanishes for q = 0. I 
5. SOME LEMMAS 
In this section we collect four lemmas. Lemma 5.1 is applied throughout 
Section 4. It is also used to prove Lemma 5.2, which is only used in the 
proofs of Theorems 2.2 and 2.5. Lemma 5.3 may be regarded as the 
technical core of the proofs in Section 4, while Lemma 5.4 is only used in 
the proof of Theorem 4.3. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let FE CF(R*) and 0 < a < 1, and let w be a real-valued 
P-function on I?, satisfying 
w”(k) > 0, VkER. (5.1) 
Then one has 
500/48/2-3 
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& 
- F(P, 9) 
141 >IllQ-’ 9 
Xexp (if [w (p++q)-0 (p-+q)]-ixq)( =o(ltl-a). (5.2) 
Proof We may write the term at the left-hand side as 
dsw’(p+s)-ixq . 
)I 
(5.3) 
We now integrate by parts and note that in view of (5.1) the term in square 
brackets is bounded below by C 141 on supp F, where C > 0. From this (5.2) 
easily follows. I 
LEMMA 5.2. Let F and o satisfy the assumptions of Lemma 5.1. Then 
one has 
= *ni J dp F(P, 0) @‘(PI - Y), 
VyER (5.4) 
Proof: In view of Lemma 5.1 we may restrict the q-integration in (5.4) to 
] q I < ( t la-‘, where 0 < a < 1. Changing variables q -+ k E tq in the resulting 
term we get the integral 
&(f)jdpfll,<,,,D$F(p,klf)exp (it [w (P+-$) 
-w (p-ff)]-iyk). (5.5) 
Now we have 
(5.6) 
where xN is the characteristic function of [-N, N], and where N only depends 
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on supp F. It readily follows from this that we may replace F(p, k/t) by 
F(p, 0). Also, noting that 
w (P++w (P-+$d(P~+$? (P,+), (5.7) 
where R is Cm, and using estimate (2.24), one infers that it sufftces to 
consider the integral 
I(?, Y) = e(t)ldpF(p, O)f,x,<,I,~$exP(ik(w’(P) - y)), WV 
provided 0 < a < f , which we assume henceforth. Now we may write 
=2 IIdpF(p,O) [E(~)~~““‘~“p’-y’~sin~ 
(5.9) 
Since the term in square brackets is uniformly bounded in p, y and t and 
vanishes for t + f co, it follows by dominated convergence that the t -+ f co 
limit of the integral vanishes, concluding the proof. 1 
LEMMA 5.3. Let N be an integer > 1 and let a, A and B satisfy 0 < a < 
l/(N + 2), A > 0 and B > 0. Let w  satisfy the assumptions of Lemma 5.1 
and let G, E Cr(m 2Nt ‘). Then the functions 
H*@yt9p)= fi,,,,<,@,,<,,.-,~) c 
XexP (i4t [w (p,+fe)-w (P,-&)I)) 
x exp k [-w (*P, +$gl 4,) f w(P,)]) %(PA) (5-W 
are uniformly bounded for [E[< 1 and p E (RN+‘, and the limits 
pJ H* b, t, PI = 1, (4 PI (5.11) 
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SUP Ir*(tY PI < a. (5.12) 
IIIZI.peR*+’ 
Furthermore, 
lim Z+(t, P) = G+(P, 0) fi [WMP,, - Pj)], (5.13) t’ia;, jz 1 
and 
lim ZL(t, p) = 0, 
I-f02 
(5.14) 
provided that 
G-(p, 0) = 0. (5.15) 
Proof: We first observe that for any F(k) E Cm(lRN) and A > 0 we have 
Indeed, we can write the left-hand side as 
X c rl -a- r,F(r,k,,..., r,-,k,-,,r,l,), 
q=*1 
(5.17) 
and if we repeat this N - 1 times the right-hand side of (5.16) results. From 
this it is obvious that the functions Z-Z, have the asserted boundedness 
property and that the limits (5.11) exist. 
To prove (5.12), we first perform a Taylor expansion: denoting the phase 
factor at the right-hand side of (5.10) by exp(itf,), we have 
f+(P9 9) = -Bw(*PO) f B"(PO) + A 2 qjtO’(Pj) - w’(*PO)) 
j=1 
(5.18) 
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where R $ are P-functions. Now we change variables qi --+ ki = tqi and use 
(5.16). The result is, taking ] t ( > 1 from now on, 
I,@, P) = Q)New(iBt[--w(fp,) f  o(p,)]) (,fJ j~““$jk’dlj) 
J 0 
t it-’ 5 rilirjljR,$(p, r,l,/t ,.,., r,,,l,,,/t) . 
i,j= 1 I 
(5.19) 
We claim that after performing the differentiations all terms but one 
converge to zero for ] t ] + co, uniformly in p. The exceptional term results 
when all partials act on the term Xi”= i . . . in the exponent. Indeed, all other 
terms in the integrand can be bounded by C ] t] -r n,“=, l,uj, where r> 1, 
yj > 0 and r> cj”=, yj, and where C does not depend on (p, I). But lj is 
bounded by ] t In on the integration region, so that our claim follows from the 
fact that a is smaller than (N+ 1)-l. Thus, to prove (5.12) we need only 
show that the exceptional term remains bounded as ] t I+ co, uniformly in p. 
To this purpose we first write exp[it-’ CTj=, -..I as (exp[.e.] - 1) + 1, 
and then use estimate (2.24). Since (N t 2) a < 1, the first term vanishes for 
1 t I+ co, uniformly in p. In the second term we perform a first order Taylor 
expansion of G, around I = 0. As before, the presence of the t-‘-factor in 
the integral that contains the remainder term ensures that it vanishes for 
It ] -P co, uniformly in p. Hence, we are left with the term 
@IN exp(iBt[--w(fp,) + I]) G,(p, 0) fi J”‘“$J”dlj) 
jz* 0 J 0 
X C rI earn r,@,, .*a 4J exp k 5 rjlj[W’(Pj) - W’(*&)]) . (5.?0) 
ri=*1 j=l 
But the integral is equal to 
N 
W 
2i 
.Icl”a(w’(Pj)-W’(~PO)) dy 
-sin y 
j=l 0 Y 1 
, (5.21) 
which is evidently bounded in (t, p). Thus, (5.12) follows. 
To conclude the proof, we note that (5.14) is obvious from the above and 
assumption (5.15), while (5.13) follows from (5.20~(5.21) and the fact that 
0’ is strictly increasing in view of (5.1).1 
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LEMMA 5.4. Let G E CF(iR2). Then one has 
lim 
I’fa3 f dl?, de, exp(it(@l-eez))G(B,, 0,) csch t(e,--0,) = k2ni I d@G(B,fl). 
(5.22) 
Proof: Making the change of variables 8i, 8, + p = j(ee’ + ee2), q = 
eel - ee2. we can write the term at the left-hand side as 
2 
I 
dp dq q-‘eit4[(p2 - iq*)-“* G(ln(p + iq), ln(p - $4)) 
-p-‘G(lnp, lnp)] &,,(q) + 2 j dl3 G(8, B)fy, dq q-l@‘, (5.23) 
where xN denotes the characteristic function of [-N, N], and where N only 
depends on supp G. Now the integrand of the first term is in L ‘(IR *), so by 
the Riemann-Lebesgue lemma this term vanishes for ] tl + co. The limit 
t + f co of the second term obviously equals the right-hand side of (5.22) so 
that the lemma follows. 1 
6. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
(i) (Znvariance principle) The dynamics for which the invariance prin- 
ciple of Sections 2C, 3C and 4D apply are all defined through real-valued 
P-functions on IR satisfying certain restrictions. In all cases, these 
restrictions are obeyed by powers of the functions that determine the original 
dynamics, so that in the case of the Federbush and Thirring models the 
invariance principle applies at all levels to the polynomial conserved charges. 
We should like to point out, however, that the restrictions depend on the 
level. In the Thirring case we obtained the same class of functions at the 
classical level as at the unphysical quantum level, but we had to impose an 
additional strict convexity condition at the physical quantum level to obtain 
the decay bounds necessary for the proof of Theorem 4.6 to go through. 
(The proof for the original dynamics, which violates the extra condition, 
hinged on the corresponding free dynamics being essentially translation.) In 
the Federbush case we obtained the same class of functions at the classical 
level as at the physical quantum level, but here the restriction is weaker at 
the unphysical quantum level. Indeed, though we could have relaxed the 
strict convexity condition f;ll > 0 by requiring it to be valid only on an open 
set whose complement has Lebesgue measure zero, this weaker condition is 
still not implied by the unphysical quantum level requirement that h’be C” 
and p strictly increasing. To see this, note that the latter condition only 
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entails that the set where p vanishes is nowhere dense, while its Lebesgue 
measure may be arbitrarily large or infinite. 
(ii) (ReZuredJieZd theories) In the above we have only discussed the 
positive energy Federbush and Thirring fields for ] 1] < f . As we have shown 
in Ref. [ 11, these fields fail to satisfy the equations of motion that led 
Wightman [9] and Glaser [4] resp. to first write them down explicitly. 
However, by omitting the factor eae in the kernels Z,,B,,(e) one does obtain 
a solution (which is most likely non-local however). An inspection of the 
proofs of Theorems 4.2 and 4.3 shows that these fields lead to the same LSZ 
S-matrix, as we have claimed in Ref. [I]. More generally, the proofs in 
Section 4 reveal that the S-matrix only depends on the values of the 
nonsingular part of the kernels Z,,(O) at the origin. This justifies our 
assertions in Ref. [ 1 ] concerning the LSZ limits of (1) bosonic analogs of 
the Federbush and Thirring fields on the unphysical and physical sectors 
(Ref. [ 11, Sections 3B, 3C); (2) the Federbush and Thirring fields for ]1] > 4 
and their alternatives (l.c., Sections 4B, 5B); (3) generalizations of the Ising 
field #+ and bosonic analogs thereof (l.c., Sections 6B, 6C). 
(iii) (Classical limit) A comparison of the results of Sections 2 and 3 
shows that the structure of the classical perturbed dynamics and wave 
operators is remarkably similar to that of their quantum counterparts on the 
unphysical sector. The physical interpretation of the scattering is however 
radically different in both cases; pictorially, the classical radiation has 
turned into solitons on quantization. It would therefore be an interesting 
problem to establish in what sense, if any, the classical results can be 
understood as a limit of the quantum results. 
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